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Context 
Mobile phone users in India will soon be able to experience ultra 
high-speed Internet using 5G wireless technology.

GS-3 
PM launches 5G



5G Technology Network is the next generation of wireless communication. 
It's much faster and able to connect with more devices than the existing 
4G LTE network.

It will bring more dependability, extremely low latency, a massive network, 
and increased availability with a fast data speed.

5G will be able to share a huge amount of data and connect people; things 
virtually have the capacity to store, process, and transmit a huge amount 
of data at high speed.

5G is expected to create a cumulative economic impact of $1 trillion in 
India by 2035, according to a report by a government-appointed panel.

Global telecom industry GSMA has forecast that India will have about 70 
million 5G connections by 2025.



5G operates on three different spectrum bands.

● Low-band spectrum - offering exceptional coverage area and wall 
penetration

● Mid-band spectrum - provides faster speed and lower latency. 
However, building penetration is lower than the Low-band 
spectrum.

● High-band spectrum - offers the highest speed, but the coverage 
area and building penetration are significantly compromised.



Context 
Indore has been adjudged the cleanest city of India for the sixth year 
in a row, while Madhya Pradesh is the cleanest State in the country.

GS-2 
Cleanest city 



Indore has been adjudged the cleanest city of India for the sixth year in a row.

Surat is the second cleanest city and Navi Mumbai ranks a close third in the 
category of cities with a population more than a lakh.

In the population category of less than one lakh, Panchgani and Karad from 
Maharashtra bagged the first and third positions respectively, while Patan 
from Chhattisgarh bagged the second position.

Tirupati received the best city award in Safai Mitra Suraksha category, while 
Haridwar in Uttarakhand received the award for the best Ganga town in more 
than one lakh population cities. Shivamogga in Karnataka received the fast 
mover city award.

The awards were given away by President Droupadi Murmu as part of the 
Azadi@75 Swachh Survekshan 2022 hosted as part of the Swachh Bharat 
Mission.



Context 
India was among four countries that abstained on a draft resolution at 
the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) condemning the so-called 
referenda organised by Russia across four regions of Ukraine.

GS-2 
India abstain on UNSC 

resolution 



Russian President Vladimir Putin “annexed” four regions inside Ukraine’s 
internationally recognised borders Kherson, Zaporizhzhia, Luhansk and 
Donetsk based on the results of Russian-organised referenda in these regions.

The UNSC resolution, sponsored by the United States and Albania, failed to 
pass the 15-member Council on Friday afternoon, despite winning 10 
supporting votes, after Russia used a veto to block it.

The resolution condemns the referenda, calls on the international community 
not to recognise any alterations to Ukraine’s territory and calls for Russia to 
withdraw its forces from Ukraine. 

The other abstaining countries at Friday’s voting were China, Brazil and 
Gabon. 



Context
Uttarakhand government is under scanner after a Forest Survey of 
India (FSI) report stated that over 6,000 trees were illegally cut in the 
Corbett Tiger Reserve (CTR) against the permission for 163 for the 
Pakhru Tiger Safari.

GS-3 
Corbett Tiger Reserve 



The FSI was asked by the Uttarakhand Forest Department to access 
the status of illegal felling in and around the Pakhru Tiger Safari.

“After compiling the report in around nine months in Pakhru block, 
Kalushaheed block, Nalkhatta Block and Kalagarh block, the FSI has 
come up with an observation that the area cleared under the CTR is 
estimated as 16.21 hectares. 

The trees estimated on the cleared area are 6,093 in number with the 
lower bound of 5,765 and the upper bound of 6,421 with 95% 
confidence interval and 2.72% standard error.

The department had the permission to cut 163 trees in the safari area, 
and in the primary investigation, it was found that 97 extra trees were 
illegally cut.



Context 
In the next five years, the Army’s Regiment of Artillery will see major force 
accretion with the induction of several guns, including indigenous ones. It 
includes the Dhanush, Sharang, M777 Ultra Light Howitzer (ULH), 
additional K9-Vajra howitzers and the Advanced Towed Artillery Gun 
System (ATAGS).

GS-3 
Army to boost fire 

power 



With their deployment and performance in high-altitude regions, the 
Army is now going in for 100 more K9-Vajra-tracked self-propelled 
howitzers.

The need is to upscale the capacities and capabilities of the 
domestic industry and the need to evolve a “conglomerate or 
consortium culture”.

The Sharang guns, the 130mm artillery guns up-gunned to 155mm, 
45 calibre guns, three regiments have been operationalised so far 
with the fourth regiment in process.

The ATAGS system which has completed validation trials in May, 
officials said they are fast-tracking the remaining process for quicker 
induction.

Electromagnetic Interference/Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMI/EMC) trials were completed, followed by maintainability trials by 
the Corps of Electronics and Mechanical Engineers.



Mahatma Gandhi was attentive of the fact that world peace is not 
possible without the spiritual growth of humanity.

peace is the result of a long process of compassionate dialogue and 
tireless caring across cultural, religious, and political boundaries.

Gandhi considered the problem of peace as an ethical, rather than 
political, issue.

A nonviolent person is bound, when the occasion arises, to say which 
side is just.

Gandhi was a moral leader at the time of war. He was a man of peace, 
who, beyond the violent values of his time, could struggle for 
nonviolence and dialogue among nations.

Editorial 
Mahatma Gandhi, the peacemaker 



Gandhi never dissociated nonviolence from violence, either in reality, or 
as major concepts of his political philosophy. Therefore, we can 
understand his position, when he affirmed that an action “may wear the 
appearance of violence” and yet be “absolutely nonviolent in the highest 
sense.”

Unlike Arendt, Gandhi believed that in the absence of a concrete ethical 
foundation, the political could not function democratically and 
non-violently.

For Gandhi, the essential task of the political was to bring moral 
progress. While Hitler believed in eliminating morality from politics, for 
Gandhi, it was most important that the moral legitimacy of non-violence 
be a strategy of peacemaking.
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